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How Mission Medicine works 

 

A message from the founders 

We are excited for you to be a part of our journey in positively impacting as 

many students as possible in their journey to medical school. We, as medical 

students, know all to well that it’s a tough journey with plenty of challenges. It 

is our job to make it as easy for them as possible, equip them with knowledge 

to flourish at each stage of the application and produce a generation of 

confident, competent first year medical students. 

Thank you for being a part of it. 
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Your role is therefore three-fold:  

1. Provide free consultations to help understand how we can help the customer 

2. Create quality resources using the Mission Medicine curriculum and guidance  

3. Deliver fantastic tutor sessions 

 

The basics 

We are a company that provides high quality, bespoke tuition to medical 

applicants 

We want to deliver an amazing service and get as many of our customers into 

medical school as possible. This is where you come in! 

You will be interacting with our customers from the moment they join us, via 

the free consultation (more on this later) and then by delivering tutor sessions 

 

 

 

 

 

We are a company that thrives on collecting and responding to feedback. This 

way we can ensure that we always improving. We want to be the best in the 

field of medicine application tuition, and we are excited for you to contribute 

to this goal!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Ways to earn with Mission Medicine 

There are 5 ways that you can earn money by working with us: 

Tutoring – the mainstay of your work with us, delivering quality tuition each 

and every time 

Ambassador – if you are responsible for getting us a customer, be it through 

word of mouth or via social media, let us know by completing the online form 

in the Tutor Portal (Ambassadors page) and we will pay you £30 if they 

purchase a minimum of 5 hours tuition 

Lessons – when you create content for us, we believe you should be 

compensated. For every lesson you create that is accepted by us, we will pay 

you £10 

Free consultations – you are the first person our customers speak to, we want  

you to shine. You are paid the normal Mission Medicine rates of £5 per 15 

minute consultation. However, if that customer goes onto purchase tuition we 

will pay you an additional £5 bonus. £10 for approximately 15 minutes work! 

Questions – writing practice questions and populating our question banks is 

fundamental for us moving forward. We will pay you per question you produce 

that is accepted by us. For more information see our Author’s Guide 
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You will only be assigned free consultations when you have: 

1. Told us you want more tutees by checking the correct box in Acuity Scheduling 

(there is a whole set of instructions for this!) 

2. Made yourself available on Acuity by setting your availability and syncing it with 

your calendar (more instructions!) 

 

The free consultation 

This is your first contact with the customer and hopefully after speaking with 

you for 15 minutes, they will be signing up for tuition with you as soon as they 

can  

When a customer has a free consultation with you, you become their tutor. So 

please only sign up for more free consultations if you are looking to carry out 

more tutor sessions each week 

 

 

 

 

 

We provide you with a proforma and instructions on how to carry out the free 

consultation to make the process as smooth as possible 

Finally, to reward you for all your hard work, aside from your normal 

compensation of £5 per free consultation (£20/hour), if the customer goes on 

to purchase tuition with you, you will receive another £5. That is £10 for 

approximately 15 minutes work! 
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If you see a text box like this in the guidance this for ‘holistic tutoring.’  We 

work on the aspects of preparation for medical school that cannot be found 

in a textbook. This includes dealing with performance anxiety, public 

speaking, and stress management. This is how we prepare them for medical 

school and beyond. It has a profound impact on a candidate’s performance 

and should be integrated liberally within sessions 

Tutor sessions 

The focus of Mission Medicine is one-to-one tutor sessions. We have designed 

an entire curriculum and guidance on how to write tutor sessions. We are 

continuingly updating this by responding to feedback from yourselves and 

tutees, and part of your role is to create lessons and other resources to be 

delivered during sessions with your tutees 

As always, there is plenty of guidance on how to create lessons how to write 

questions for the BMAT and UCAT. This becomes especially important in the 

‘simulate’ portion of the Mission Medicine system (see the ‘resource creation’ 

guides) where we recreate exam conditions to ensure our tutees are prepared 

for the rigors of exam day 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We ask our tutees for feedback after every single session that they have with 

you. This is so we can continually and consistently improve our service. If you 

don’t ask, you don’t improve! 
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How it all works from start to finish 

Below is a diagram that will help you understand how the Mission Medicine 

process works for both you and the customer: 
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